ITEM  148-1605-R0910
The University of Montana Western
B.S. Major in Mathematics

THAT
The Mathematics Department of The University of Montana Western seeks permission to offer a B.S. Major in Mathematics with three Options in: Mathematical Biology; Mathematical Ecology; and Mathematical Geology. Concurrently, it seeks permission to discontinue its B.A. Option in Mathematics with its five Related Areas (Sub-Options)

EXPLANATION
This change would bring the nomenclature of Montana Western’s Mathematics offerings in line with what is typical for such offerings on other campuses across the U.S.

The Mathematics Department proposes to consolidate all of its degree offerings into a single B.S. Major in Mathematics. This single B.S. Major in Mathematics would continue to allow students the flexibility to pursue graduate study, careers in applied mathematical fields and careers in Secondary Education through options and combined majors.

ATTACHMENTS
Level II Request Form
Curriculum Proposals
Detail